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Abstract- In current day’s the large quantity of data is
processed by various business and scientific applications. The
cloud computing is one of the most famous technology. It
improves the performance of efficiency of cloud structure.
The cloud computing is a structure of transferring
information technology service, where properties are saved
from the internet through webbing based tools and
applications instead of a direct association with to a server.
The ability to establish and statement cloud computing
resources with insignificant management effort / service
provider inter-action led to the speed increase of the use of
cloud computing. Although, managing cloud computing
properties to provide better services to end to end users is
most significant. Job scheduling defines an assign certain job
at a particular interval time and resources. The major aim of
job scheduling to divide the system load, enhance system
performance, properlymanage the available properties
minimize the cost and interval execution of time. It has played
significant role in cloud computing. It optimizes the energy
consumption necessary at minimum power. In this survey
paper, various job scheduling algorithms and comparison
between several algorithms. In existing study, the researcher
has functional various meta-heuristic algorithms to resolve the
issue in job scheduling algorithm over the cloud. An
appropriate job scheduling algorithm must study priority of
jobs. In this paper, the various job scheduling algorithm has
been analyzed to indicate the current developments for using
meta heuristic methods over cloud computing.

Since, in cloud computing all types of information
technology facilities are provided to the consumers as-aservices [2].
Cloud Computing is the process of assigning the
capabilities to the servers which are remotely located on the
Internet to manage data, process data, store data in contrast
to any system done for personal usage. It represents the
various ways to designing, accessing and management of
the computing resources. The individual has only to
implement an account with MICROSOFT /AMAZON
/GOOGLE to start constructing and organizing application
networks into a cloud[3].
The benefits of cloud computing over new era add low
entry cost, device independence and scalability.Cloud
models use the data-center as the normal unit in its
environment. Cloud model could be observed as a grouped
of immensely divided data centers. In other words, it is a
set of cloud service clients that gives services via their data
centers positioned around the world[4].
The server farm is a huge, center source for the storage,
management of data and computation. A server is a large
for hosting a number of data centers for processing
elements, considerable quality of storage to serve clients’
requests and clusters[5].
Cloud computing is well known ability that proceeds the
usage of the center remote located servers and network
based applications in order to handle the information. It
gives consumers economical usage requests without linking
and entering their normal records placed while accessing of
internet on any computing. This technique, hence gives; for
reliable and consistent computing by storing data,
management, task processing and bandwidth. Illustration in
fig. 1 depicts Architecture of cloud computing;
(i) Platform based services
(ii) Software utilization towards services and
(iii) Infra-structure-as-a-services [6].

Index Terms – Cloud Computing, Job scheduling , Meta
heuristic techniques and services of cloud computing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information Technologies are developing day by day,
the essential of storage resources and computing are
growing at very high speed. Implementing more and more
devices isn’t a commercial technique or for an industrial
use to fulfil the always increasing demand of computation
and required storage [1]. The cloud computing has become
an extension paradigm for high-performance computing.
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Fig 1. Architecture of Cloud Computing
Table 1.
Comparison Among Models

MODELS

SERVICES AVAILABLE

USED BY

WHY USE IT

I
A
A
S

Create platforms for repair also
function analysis, progress addition
also exploitation.

System manager.[8]

Make platformon behalf of
service alsofunctional analysis,
Progress,addition.

P
A
A
S

Services,
Functions tests,
Development,addition
Deployment.

Developers
andDeplorers.

Create or
Deploy functions and services
for
Users.[9]

S
A
A
S

Email, workplace
Mechanization, website taxing, wiki,
practical desktop, Blog, CRM.

Business
Users.

To complete
Business jobs.[10]

also

II. J OB SCHEDULING

-Duration and
-The expected run time period.
Job scheduling is the method of allocating resources of
the system to various different jobs in center system which
is called as operating system [8]. Any procedure is the
device of the process handler that monitors the removal of
the executing procedure from Processor (CPU) and then
another procedure is initialized in it according to a fixed
mechanism. Method of scheduling is a main component of
a multi-programming operating system.

Basically, it is a method that handles the execution of
self-determining jobs on divided resources. It defines
allocating proper resources to work flow jobs so that the
performance could be completed to accomplish task aim
scenarios which is led by consumers. An activity shall
initialize and exit depending on its [7];
-Process time
-Initialize time
-Exit time
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Here, greater than the one individual procedure is to be
loaded into the run-able memory at a time. The loaded
procedure uses the processor (CPU) efficiently using
interval multiplexing. The process is executed with the help
of the operating system and the process manages to allocate
ask queues which are in wait for the interval processing of
central processing unit. It must observe which job is to be
allocated from what queue name and huge amount of
interval time is used in assigning for the job. Scheduling
types,promises that every task are performed completely
and on time interval period. Many programs which include
addition to the management system of the database, its
backup, commercial and enterprise resource management
features detailed job scheduling abilities as well.
It conveniently generates every job by adding expected
reliability of the Appropriate system[31]. It offers a means
of field down costs through perfect use of consumers and
clients. The benefit of scheduling fields below explains:
-Increase throughput
-Client dead-line met
-Improved Communication with Users
-Less interval time within appropriate system facility.
-Enhanced use of Multi-Programming features [32]

The results, have been developed and implemented on
different estimation,managing techniques that is dependent
on the historical data. They have assembled these
techniques by taking use of work lead portions. The results
described that continuous changes in handling job
execution time estimated can improve task scheduling
performance evaluation by up to (20%). Mansouri, et
al.,(2011) [21] has searched the main problems in the
information grid schedule for data and task management.
Generally, task scheduling in grid has been studied from
the ideas emerged of computational grids. An efficient
scheduling process ought to reflect both store information
resources and computation.Malarvizhi et al.,(2009) [22]
has discussed the scheduling techniques for minimizing
time to release for larger spread over resources with
scientific problems in computational grids. These have
been addressed by efficient job scheduling algorithms
having a scalable grid architecture and better resource
utilization. The designed scheduling techniques has better
performance evaluation and when compared with different
scheduling techniques such as FCFS (First Come First
Serve) and min-min. These existing techniques didn’t
perform the transmission of interval duration when jobs are
scheduled for the resource. The approach has been cross
verified with the help of the GRIDSIM simulator tool kit
and simulation results when the interval response duration
of execution of various requests is
minimized. V.
Karthick et al.,(2014) [23] has aimed at discussing that the
scheduler located globally was sharing the features at
higher levels. Researchers most imperatively tried to build
the job scheduling techniques that are aptly suited and also
performed in cloud computing condition. This research
work purposely promotes actions in the cloud network
because the clients have to give expenses for the services
utilized in use that time interval. The major impetus of this
paper is some existing scheduling techniques and issues
related to them in cloud server network.

III. RELATED W ORK
Rajveer Kaur et al.,(2014) [18] In this paper, the
authors have described job scheduling is the most
important procedure for responses to the problems of heavy
load and traffic congestion. The procedure of task mapping
of presented resources is performed. Author discussed
about scheduling, cloud networking and described previous
methods for job scheduling taking help of detailed
comparative analysis. Cao Fei et al.,(2014) [19] examined
in this paper growing demand to implement the main
centers of information and CPUs, servers around the globe
which have been escalated by the high electricity emissions
and energy cost. The reason behind is the execution of the
computing operations, cooling and message flow together
with quantity of carbon dioxide emissions which have risen
alarmingly. In order to achieve sustainable cloud
computing and satisfying the ever increasing problem
complexity and huge information size in coming years;
They designed and implement energy known scientific
process flow scheduling technique to minimize energy
utilization and Carbon dioxide productions while
theycontinue to comply certain quality-of-services that is a
response based time described in Services level
Agreements. Wei Tang, et al.,(2010) [20] here the authors
analyzed the influencesof inaccurate back fillings and
varied job scheduling procedures; it is determined which
process is very significantly sensitive.

IV. J OB SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this part, we have been studying numerous scheduling
methods [11]:
4.1 Heuristic Algorithm
In this algorithm for job scheduling is the part of
computational technique that changes an issue with the
help of repetitions demanding to enhance a performance of
the once. This approach formulates the fitness of every
character and included in the list of reductions [10].
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Table 2.
Comparative Study of the various algorithms

4.2 Task Scheduling in Job scheduling
An improved task scheduling method using the triangle
model operator to integrate quality-of-services of consumer
with network based evaluation of the computations[12].
4.3 Multi-level Queue Scheduling Algorithm
It gives the preemptive and non-preemptive methods can
be used both in multilevel queue scheduling. It separates
the initialized queue into no. of queues with varied tasks in
multi-level scheduling [13], with the help of a simulator for
numerous the collections of tasks and scheduling strategies.
4.4 First-come-first-serve Algorithm
In this approach, tasks are completed on first come and
then firstly executed. Here generally the jobs are allocated
in proposed studies of CPU processors assigned in multiple
computers. In this approach jobs are finished on FC, FS
basis [14]. This algorithm is conveniently understandable,
implement and designed in FIFO queue. But, the evaluation
is very poor as AVG (average) waiting time is high.

Scheduling
Algorithm

Taxonomy

Implementation
Design

FIFO

Nonadaptive

Fair
Scheduling

Adaptive

Capacity

Adaptive

Schedule jobs
based on their
priorities as a
FIFO
Doesn’t an equal
division of system
properties among
the jobs
Maximize the
properties
utilization and
accuracy in MultiNode Cluster
environment.[24]

Table 3.
Advantages and Disadvantages in job Scheduling Algorithms

4.5 Shortest Job First Algorithm
This algorithm uses non-preemptive scheduling
approach. Here this procedure uses optimization of the wait
time. It is conveniently used in the Batch type systems in
which it is known about the CPU time from the beginning.
Its development is the easiest way in batch systems, while
difficult to be implemented in interactive systems with no
knowledge of CPU time [15].

Scheduling
Algorithm
FIFO

4.6 Priority Based Algorithm
Every CPU is assigned a priority (even/odd). The
process with higher priority needs to be executed first and
proceeding in a similar way. The process with equal
priority are executed on the basis which has arrived earlier.
Priority could be certain based on time interval, memory
requirements and resources [16].

Fair
Scheduling

4.7 Round Robin Algorithm
It uses the pre-emptive job scheduling procedure. The
process is allocated to the task neighbors to accept, but it
could be pre-empted by a fresh executable task which has
less finishing time. It is seldom used in batch structures
were less jobs are given preference [17]. The executable
process uses a definite time unit called quantum.

Capacity
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Cost of full
cluster
,
scheduling
process is
less.
Implement
easy
and
efficient
[25]
Less
Complex,
Both small
and larger
cluster
Quick
response
Prioritize
jobs within
queues the
huge cluster.

Single type of job
Less performance
although running
multiple kinds of
jobs
Poor
response
time
Doesn’t consider
the job weight for
every node[26]

More
complex
among
other
schedulers.
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Table 4.
Power consumption Percentage in existing energy efficient scheduling
Algorithm [27]

Algorithm
DENS
algorithm
e-STAB
algorithm
Task
Scheduling
and Server
Povisioning
Less
Completion
Tmes
algorithm
EE
algorithm
using
DVFS
Power
Best-fit /
Load
Balancer
Green
scheduler
Dynamic
Resource
allocation
Adaptive
EE
Scheduling
Algorithm

Power
save % ge
50%

DVFS

DNS

T

T

47%

T

T

40%

T

T

50%

T

T

25%

T

T

12-13%

F

F

53%

T

T

15%-20%

F

F

31.7%

T

F

In terms of dissimilar in context to servers refers to
dissimilar to the hardware i.e type of memory,disk,
processor and some other resource etc. [29]
Data centers are 3-tie architecture consists of hosts and
switches. The 3-layers in the structure correspond to main
core network, aggregation and access network[30].

Fig 2. 3-Tier Cloud Architecture

The core network resembles to the main root of the
architecture. The intermediate layer that is combination
network corresponds to parts accountable for rules and the
end layer of the architecture, the accessible network assigns
of several servers / hosts.3-tier architecture is manageable
when the second layer switches grow in the access
network. It standardization a weighted combination metric ,
MM of server –level Fss,Rack Level Frr , and Module level
Fmm functions.

Where
are the weighted co-efficients, which
corresponds to servers, racks and modules respectively.

In table 1 described that the comparative study of the job
scheduling algorithm. Table 2. Described that the
advantage and disadvantages in the job scheduling
algorithm. Analysis of the EE scheduling Algorithms, the
power saving %ge among all algorithms were compared as
shows in table 3. The Scheduling methods defined an
optimization in power consumption in the cloud
environment. Through, all scheduling methods give a
different percentage in power consumption in cloud
structure [28].

, must be equality to unity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In Scheduling has been individually of the major
problem in the management of the jobs regarded of several
requirements executed over the cloud structure. The main
focus of scheduling is to manage properties to the optimize
job over the cloud computing. In this paper , several
scheduling algorithm has been protected to define the
recent trends for using Meta-heuristic approaches to over
Cloud Computing. Most of the job scheduling has used
tasks regarded parameters to evaluate the enhance job for
the recent running atmosphere of cloud. The future scope
would cover several problems regarded to job scheduling
and enhance scheduling heuristics.

V. P ROBLEM MODEL
In data center is the main key component for the energy
consumption in the cloud computing method. In data
centers works on the upper of the heterogeneous servers.
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